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Repositioning: From stagnant digital product
to agile, strategically driven service
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BUILDING BLOCKS
Getting ahead of seismic industry shifts
REOL is a digital products company with 20 years of
experience, focused on commercial real estate. Their
products include a CMS, website development and a
product that translates leasing books to an iPad app.
As one of the first companies to bring real estate
online, REOL found itself competing against a sea of
younger digital products in the same category.
Faced with an 18-month long sales cycle, a lack of
new business leads and an unpredictable growth
pipeline, REOL built up their service and marketing
practice with recent key hires.
To signal a change, they brought me in as a brand
strategy consultant to help them reposition from a
product company to a services company, establish
the details of their new oﬀering and relaunch the
company to clients.

APPROACH
Educate and involve
Immerse
With no background in the complex commercial real estate industry, I immersed myself in
industry publications and leveraged the knowledge of senior leadership.
Involve
As a digital product company with a non-marketing background and a long-standing
approach to the business, it became critical for me to educate the leadership on the
strategic process and bring them along for the journey.
Improvise
To gain insight into REOL’s clients; busy marketing executive clients and billionaire real
estate owners, I conducted a series of stakeholder interviews, including the sales team
steeped in the day-to-day with clients.
Connect
In addition to leveraging insights from the sales team, I conducted a one-on-one
interview with a director of oﬃce services for a national advertising agency in charge of
finding space nationally.

FINDINGS
The end of one cycle and beginning of a new
Seismic consumer shifts in retail and oﬃce space
News of the retail industry’s contraction, a sizable portion of the commercial real estate
industry went from rumor to full blown epidemic during the course of the project.
Startups like WeWork and more flexible working spaces posed additional threats to
owners focused on oﬃce spaces.
Slow moving industry experiencing rapid change
The real estate industry, known for being slow-moving and stable, was facing a period
of accelerated change and unprecedented instability brought on by the above, a
proliferation of data, and an acclimation to user-centered tools like smartphones.
Surface-level solutions
REOL’s competitive set of “brochureware,” and mom and pop marketing firms and datafocused digital products failed to oﬀer integrated solutions to problems that needed to
be tackled at both the operations and communications level.
Antiquated client silos
Client contacts fell into two distinct categories - the eﬃciency-driven CTOs tied to
operations and marketing managers in charge of brand communications.

New Mission
Be the bridge between digitally-focused
operations and marketing to provide
strategically led, integrated solutions in a
time of unprecedented change
REOL is positioned to help commercial real
estate companies translate their stature to
the digital age so that they can attract the
next 21st Century tenants and investors.

Create content for
purchase

REOL’S EXPANDED OFFERING
• Operational eﬃciencies through digital
transformation
• Modern marketing

BRINGING THIS TO LIFE
Internal buy-in
Education
I educated the diverse, Montreal development and design team
on marketing, positioning and the meaning behind transitioning
from a product to a services company. As the makers of REOL’s
product and occasionally client-facing, it was key that they
internalized the new positioning.
Guided Co-Authorship
Recognizing that change comes from within, I led a workshop
with the Montreal team where they crafted REOL’s new company
values and vision together.
Embodying change
Recognizing that REOL needed more than a new positioning and
oﬀering to signal change, I made a strategic case for refreshing
the brand identity and briefed the design team on the task.

SIGNIFYING A SHIFT
New visual identity
The design team landed on a visual identity that balanced bright
and minimalistic modern as a nod to the next generations of
tenants with white-glove, premium services our legacy clients
were accustomed to.
• The team kept REOL’s recognizable logo design as part of their
heritage, representing a 360 approach.
• Zigzag lines and four distinct patterns gave REOL’s identity a
sense of movement.
• Textured, raised gloss elements in the business cards gave the
brand a premium feel.
• Home page content represented a fresh, collaborative approach.

ENGAGING CLIENTS
New oﬀering
Knowing the importance of operations impacting customer
experience, I divided REOL’s oﬀering into two camps;
operational eﬃciencies through digital transformation and
modern marketing.
To showcase REOL’s thinking in a conversation-starter, I
developed a trends booklet in partnership with design for
distribution at ICSC ReCon in Las Vegas, the largest retailfocused commercial real estate conference in the world.
In addition to conference material, I developed a sales deck
for the team to further explain our oﬀering.

RESULTS
• Company-wide buy in and excitement for new
positioning and identity.
• An ongoing new business pipeline supported by
strategically led sales decks and marketing material.
• Unprecedented lead generation at ICSC ReCon
through cohesive messaging and timely content
marketing material (2017 Retail Trends piece).
• Interest in new services from existing clients.
• Strategically driven foundation for growth with
existing clients and new business.

Integrated Brand Campaign Pitch: From a
brand that lost its way to igniting its core

Fall 2013

AUTHENTIC SOUL
Leveraging brand core
From trailblazing sustainable packaging to
capturing a nascent generational feeling in
their marketing, PUMA has always pushed
the boundaries of what it means to be an
athletic brand. However, the iconic brand
found itself losing relevance to Nike and
newer players like Under Armour.
With a renewed focus on athletic
performance over fashion, PUMA was
poised to reignite their brand. To win the
business, JWT was tasked with creating a
multi-year, global campaign under the brand
platform Forever Faster.

APPROACH
Resourceful & agile deep dive
Involve
Spearheaded strategic research in North American market with guidance from account,
new business and planning director and presented findings to worldwide planning director.
Immerse
Delved into the diverse culture around sneakers and athletics through intercepts, in-store
visits and man-on-the-street interviews in Manhattan and Brooklyn.
Creative
Coined the phrase “joyful defiance” from brand deep-dive to define the brand and inform
strategy.
Collaborate
Co-wrote creative brief with new business director and pitch team. Assisted strategy lead
with creative development.
Support
Prepped senior leadership pitch team including collaborating with global oﬃces for pitch
materials, writing leadership bios, case studies and providing debriefing packets.

FINDINGS
Playing by the rules won’t get you there fast enough
History of Defiance for Good
The PUMA brand behavior is “joyfully defiant” with a cat-like, instinctual attitude
and history of supporting athletes who rewrote the societal rules in sports for
the sake of fast-forwarding progress.
“People that really got swag wear
PUMA’s. Only people that got swag
wear them. Like I wear them for the
style. It sets the trend. Cause not a lot
of people wear PUMA so I will set the
trend in my generation if I wear it. I”ll
set the trend.”
18 & 20 yr old, Union Square NYC

Competitive Arms Race of Performance
The sports category, an arm’s race in media spending and product performance,
was “finish line” driven versus leaning on the experience of athletic activity.
Culture of Accelerated Change
Culture is moving fast and everyone is on the pulse, trying to keep up with
change regardless of age, geography and other demographic markers.
Nimble Swagger
PUMA is for those who are rewriting the rules with joyful defiance. Whether
sports stars, athletes or regular people, these are the people who are rewriting
the rules because they realize that by playing by the rules, you don’t get what
you want fast enough.

Strategy

Liberate your instinct to pounce.
The only way to be the fast-forward force
in sports is to lean into your primal self.
Obstacles become part of the prey, part of
the game, part of the sport.

Social Campaign: From useful productivity
tool to impactful game-changer

Winter 2015

USEFUL TOOL NO ONE’S USING
Activating a new audience
Microsoft’s note-taking app, OneNote, lacked
awareness and usage among college students who
grew up using Google docs and distrust traditional
advertising.
POSSIBLE created a three month campaign
targeting college students called The Collective
Project which used stories of real students using
OneNote for their non-profit passion projects.
The integrated campaign created on campus
activations and shared content through Tumblr,
Vine / Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, influencers
and targeted media.

KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
Leading the influencer charge
Selected a diverse, on-brand set of influencers and
content creators for each segment of the campaign in
conjunction with account, media, creative and talent
reps.
Briefed influencers and shaped creative to deliver on
campaign goals.
Guided distribution channels for content that stayed
true to authenticity of campaign.
Led strategy and briefed creatives on campus
activations.

RESULTS
• Over 2 billion impressions for total campaign,
including a film with Robert Downey Jr. that went
viral.
• 31.2 million of those impressions came from
influencers and content creators I was responsible
for selecting.
• 52% increased engagement rate with the product.
• Donations and participation in non-profits featured
in campaigns.
• Three Cannes Lions and various other awards.
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